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ABSTRACT
Scandinavian e/ectric uti/ities face a major cha//enge in
their elIort to manage the increasing comp/exity in their
tota/ battery of interconnected software systems -their
Enterprise Software Systems Infrastructure (ESSI). The
increasing comp/exity is primari/y caused by two major
factors, impact of new techn%gy and the recent
deregu/ation of the e/ectric energy market. In addition,
uti/ities must protect previous/y investments in the form of
/egacy systems and databases that Jurther adds to ESS!
comp/exity. This paper advocates Software Architecture as
an area with potentia/ to provide a common /anguage to
faci/itate communication of ESS! re/ated issues in
organizations which procure, integrate, and manage
software systems,e.g. e/ectric uti/ities. In the paper, a first
step towards a feasib/e too/box of techniquesfor managing
ESSI architectura/ prob/ems is out/ined based on
estab/ished architectura/ design techniquesfrom the areas
of Systems and Software Engineering. The addressed
prob/ems and findings have been identified during case
studies carried out in c/ose cooperation with Scandinavian
e/ectric uti/ities and vendors of software systernsfor the
power industry.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Background
Electric utilitles are confronted with t wo major forces
today. The first is deregulation that has introduced both
structural and operational changes in the industry. The
seeond, is the escalation of emerging technologies,
especially in the Information Technology (IT) seetor,
which enables utilities to reorganize or migrate from their
existing disparate software systerns towards an Enterprise
Software Systerns Infrastructure (ESSI) that embraces the
total organization. This trend will not only enable utilities
to redefine their business scopes, processes, etc., but will
also raise newand
significant demands on an
organization's ability to manage the cornplexity of its
software systerns/ESSIcornponents. In order to survive in
the next millennium, utilities must manage these t wo forces
delicately to turn the threats posed by deregulation into

opportunities and to exploit the potentia/s offered by
software technology.
The existing collection of established tools and
methodologies for modeling utilities' ESSIs, such as
Business Analysis and Data Modeling, is rnainly adapted to
take the business related issues into consideration, and
often fails to identify business opportunities and pittalls
offered by emerging software technology. Moreover, case
studies [2][6] have shown that utilities' top management
often tends to oversimplify the complex problem of
coordinating ESSI planning. Oversimplification has proved
to increases the risk for detalls that later prove to have
strategic influence on utilities' ESSI, are overlooked. For a
utiiity, an architectural description of its ESSI provides a
comprehensible abstraction of its complex system and
information structure. Therefore, architectural descriptions
may be used to visualize technical risks and opportunities
in a utiiity' s current ESSI, as weilasto
improve
communication between different groups within the utiiity,
e.g. management and technical staff, and between the
utilityand its vendors of software systeros.Hence, an ESSI
architectural description should be an integral part of an
organization's IT strategy, in order to improve the basis for
its ESSI related decisions. The concept of architectural
modeting of systeros is not a newarea. A structured
handling of software architecture has been a highly
prioritized issue among developers of software based
systerosfor nearly three decades.A rich collection of tools
and techniques has been developed over time, based on
paradigros such as formal, structured, and object-oriented
analysis. Many of these techniques are useful not only for
software developing organizations, but also for enterprises
that acquire and use software system, that wishing to bring
structure to their present and future portfolio of software
systerns. The term Enterprise Software System
Infrastructure (ESSI) is throughout this paper used to
denote enterprises' total portfolio of interconnected
software systeros.
Purpose,

outline

of paper

This paper advocates Software Architecture as an area with
potential to bridge the gap between business oriented
methods for ESSI manage~nt
on one hand and
technology oriented on the other, for organizations which

procure, integrate, and rnanage software systerns, e.g.
electric utilities. The terms uti/ity, e/ectric uti/ity, and
enterprise are used interchangeably in the paper to indicate
such organizations. Furthermore, the paper summarizes
ESSI architecture felated research activities carried out by
the department of Industrial Contro] Systerns at the Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden. The empiricaJ
basis for the work has been achieved during rnultiple
industrial case studies carried out in close cooperation with
four Swedish rnid-sized I electric utilities and two

network availability, and information separation in the
divided utilities. Furthermore, the utilities are going
through a surge of mergers and acquisitions as a result of
the deregulation, leading to increased need for
hamK>nization of their ESSIs. Moreover, the Energy
Trading Cornpanies, now subject to the free rnarket forces,
find thernselves in an acute need of software systerns to
support their entire businessprocess.
In addition to the new requirements on the utilities' ESSIs
put up by the deregulation process, a nurnber of
technology-related factors contribute to ESSI cornplexity.
Electric utilities have a legacy of heterogeneous software
systerns as to hardware platforrns, operating systerns and
middleware software, cornpared to, e.g., the manufactoring
or pulp-and-paper industry. According to [2][6], a typicaJ
system infrastructure of a Scandinavian mid-sized electric
utiIity consists of as much as 100-120 interconnected
software systerns, including administrative systerns,
technical systerns, real-time control systerns, and network
management systerns [2]. Present achievements in the
fields of available middleware technology, in many cases
triggered by the development of Internet related techniques
and tools, open up rich opportunities to integrate new, and
extend the use of present, cornponents of utilities' ESSIs.
The cornplexity caused by the legacy, present, and
emerging technology, as weIl as the requirements raised by
the deregulation process, cause architectural problerns that
must be dealt with. In this paper, three areas of architecture
related problerns are discussed, namely overlapping and
shared data, overlapping and shared functionality, and
heterogeneoussoftware interfaces and connectors.

Scandinavian vendors of software systerns for the power
industry [6]. The purpose of the paper is to outline the flfSt
step towards a feasible toolbox of techniques for managing
ESSI architecture, basedon established techniques from the
areasof Systernsand Software Engineering.
A background to energy market deregulation and a brief
presentation of identified ESSI felated problerns and their
context is given in Section 2. A prerequisite for taking
advantage of an architectural description language is the
establishrnent of a structured ESSI management process
Section 3 discusses so~ basic features and problerns
felated to such processes.In Section 4, so~ basic aspects
of software architecture, found to be of relevance when
dealing with ESSIs, are presented.Thereafter, in Section 5,
the concept of architectural design applied to ESSI, is
discussed. Section 6 deals withthe
content of an
architectural description by ernploying sorne established
notations for software design on the problerns presented in
Section 2. The paper ends with concluding remarks in
Section 7.
2.

PROBLEM

Overlapping and shared data. Management of a utility's
data structure is a highly critical issue. Costs associated
with the conversion of data between systerns are often
many times the cost of the software systerns themselves.
Also, the most frequently used integration mechanism used
by electric utilities is the sharing of data between different
systerns.Many systernsin the ESSI are delivered with their
own database. This rneans that the enterprise has limited
possibilities of changing the physical structure of a
database in the ESSI without loosing the prospect of
upgrading the system to subsequent releases. Yet, the
utiIity has a strong incentive to ensure consistency and
integrity of the data structure. This can be accornplished,
flfStly, by requiring that the same information is entered
once only in the ESSI, and secondly, by ensoring that
accesseddata is up-to-aate in all ESSI databases.

DESCRIPTION

Swedish elecbic utilities have been operating on a stable
market for a long time. This is partly because of welldetined market rules, and partly because of a stable
technical process. However, the deregulation of the
Swedish elecbicity market, on January 1 1996, has led to
new require~nts on the utilities, such as the division of
the energy-selling and network owning utilities into t wo
legally separated organizations, one distribution network
operator and one energy production and/or energy trading
Company. The operation and supervision of the
transmission network and the overall balance in the
network is the responsibility of the Swedish National Grid
authority in cooperation with its counterparts in Norway,
Finland, and Denmark. The regulating authority, NUTEK2,
carefully controls the Swedish Disbibution Network
Operators that remain monopolies within their areas of
concession.

Databaseconnectivity can be achieved by either accessthe
data directly or by replicating the data [13]. In electric
utilities, integration between heterogeneous relational
databasesis commonly irnplemented by the sharing or the
exchange of flat ASCII text files, often by the use of lowlevel communication rnechanisrns such as Ffp3 and rue
formats such as EDI4. Also, databaseconnectivity, widely

From a software architecture perspective, the deregulation
process has created new demands on the planning,
acquisition, and maintenance of utilities' ESSIs, for
instance the requirements put up by NUTEK that include
issues such as network balance settle~nt, reporting of
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used internally in systerns, is used to provide "real-time"
characteristics, comrnonly by the use of a 4th generation
programming language that includes SQL s syntax. To gain
complete control of the total data structure in all databases
is not realistic, but the structure of the utility's critical
redundant data objects must be known to allow smooth
database integration. Strategic architectural considerations
in this context include whether to take the cost for the
implementation of a physical database that can be shared
by several systerns, or if several separate partially
redundant databases are to be "glued" together. The flfSt
alternative gives a cleaner database structure, but might
require tailor-made internal changes in several systerns,
whereas the latter alternative necessitatesthe provision of
functionality to update and convert data between the
multiple databases.
Overlapping and shared junctionality.
An ESSI
managementissue that is becoming increasingly evident is
the need of coordination of overlapping and shared
functionality. One consequence of the development
towards COTS6 systernsis that several systerns in the ESSI
include the same or similar functions. Overlapping
functionality occurs when two or more systerns can
perform similar functions. One potential consequence is
that seemingly similar functions may in fact differ
significantly. For instance, details in functions for
settlement on the deregulated market have in the case
studies been found to differ as to how algorithms are
constructed. Furthermore, two overlapping functions do not
necessarily update the same physical data, since the two
functions might be allocated on different systerns that
operate on separatedatabases.These two problerns address
the need for visualization of the consistency, integrity, and
synchronization of data in the affected databases,in order
to provide information on whether to ensure the functional
equivalence of the functions, or only permit the use of one
of them Another factor that add to the complexity is the
use of component-based systerns that to a large extent
utilize shared resources offered by operating systerns,
middleware platforms, and software development
environments.
Heterogeneous software interjaces and connectors. A
prerequisite for applying an external perspective on ESSI
architecture, is the management of its interfaces. When a
utility migrates its ESSI, modularity is a key issue. Ideally,
systerns in the ESSI should be considered as black boxes
with well-defined interfaces. In practice, however, the
interfaces in an ESSI are often poorly understood. The
utiiity does not need to keep track of the details of all its
interfaces, but in order to be able to replace components
efficiently, the utiiity must be aware of the ESSIs interfaces
-those used as weil as those not used -and ensure the
availability of detailed information when needed. Since the
ESSI components and their interfaces are heterogeneous,
also the techniques used to interconnect them, i.e. the

, SQL: Struclured
6 COTS: C~al

architectural connectors [16], beco~s heterogeneous.To
implement these connectors, middleware of rnany different
types are used. Therefore, in addition to the understanding
of the interfaces of the ESSI components, an in-depth
knowledge of the employed and the available connectors is
needed.
3.

THE

ARCHITECTURE

PROCESS

For an enterprise to achieve an adequateESSI architecture
and to use it as a basis for ESSI related decisions, a feasible
process must be established and rnaintained. It is here
emphasized that the architectural process only is one part
of the total operational framework needed to achieve a
coupling and feed-beck between an enterprise's IT strategy,
and hence its business goals, and its ESSI related decisions
[6][8]. During case studies, important characteristics of an
ESSI management process have been found to be its
continuous, iterative, simplistic qualifications.
Continuous. Since ESSI requirements are changing
continuously, the ESSI architectural process must ensure
that architectural descriptions as weil as other ESSI related
documents are regularly rnaintained. For instance, changes
in strategy, organization and business operations frequently
have divergent life cycles compared to the life cycles of
ESSI components/systems.Also, changes in an ESSI may
provide constraints for coming ESSI related decisions for a
long period of time, and must therefore be continuously
assessed.Utilities must therefore regard their architectural
activities as an ongoing process and not as a project with a
well-defined ending. Commonly, the studied electric
utilities' first attempt to accomplish an ESSI coordination
process was regarded as a project, and consequently the
results and thereby their usability quickly degenerated
when the project was brought to an end.
Iterative. Coordination of an ESSI is indeed a complex
task. None of the studied utilities were successful in their
first attempt to implement an operational framework for
ESSI related issues. However, mistakes have been found to
provide valuable input for further process improvement
[6][15]. Another valuable benefit of using an iterative
approach for ESSI management is the opportunity to
maintain the overall direction towards the target
architecture while carrying through ESSI changes in
controiled and comparably small migration steps. Thereby,
project control may be enhanced, project risks delimited,
and the feed-back of expensively gained experiences
facilitated [5][8].
Simplistic. Furthermore, it is important to stress on
simplicity when introducing a process that must be widely
understood by individuals in an enterprise. One example of
a proposed simple workflow for an ESSI management
process is presented in [6] (See Figure l). The process
consists of three rnain activities in which the IT advisory
council plays the coordinating role. The first activity,
Referral, ensures that all ESSI related issues are "brought
up on the table," so the IT advisory council can review
them and make a recommendation. Thereafler, in the
Decision activit y, the responsible business manager makes
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a decision and provides the necessary fonding and other
resourcesneeded. The decision should be documented in a
written mission directive. Finally, in the Follow-up activity,
the IT advisory council regularly assesses the decided
activities in order to ensure coordination and feedback and
implernentation of experiences into the enterprise. Note
that different ESSI related issues are likely to reside in
different activities simultaneously.

Connectors. Connectors are "components.' that deals with
the relations among components. Each connector has a
protocol specification that defines its properties. These
properties may include the rules of the types of interfaces it
is able to mediate for, rules for synchronization, and
commitment about the interaction. As with components,
each connector is unique and therefore consists of an
instantiation of a type or a subtype [16]. In ESSIs,
connectors specify the underlying services used for
communication between ESSI components and may for
instance be implemented using COM7, DDE8, Ffp9, or
so~ other type of middleware technology.
Slyles. An architectural style defines a family of systernsin
terros of a pattem of structural organization. Thus, the style
defines vocabulary of components and connector types, and
a set of constraints on how they can be combined. From an
ESSI perspective, "standard styles" provide effective and
intuitive ~ans for the understanding of complex system
structure [17][16]. A common style used in ESSI
architectures is the client-server architectural style, that is a
kind of distributed system in which there are only t wo
kinds of components, a server and a set of clients. The
server provides services to the clients, but may not know
the identity of its clients, whereas every client has the
identity of the server to which it requests services. Also
other architectural styles such as the pipe-and-filter style is
frequently used in ESSIs for tasks such as batch file
processing of network balance settlement information.
Note that styles can be used to express different views of
architecture (see below), and that architectures often are
heterogeneousand consist of several styles.

Figure J. One proposed ESSI management process [6].

In addition to the establishment and the rnaintenance of an
adequate workflow model, it has been found essential that
the entire organization is involved, or at least represented,
in order to establish a broad understanding of ESSI related
issues. Since the intention of the architectural description is
to provide a common language for ESSI issues, it is also
essential that the process ensure that affected groups and
individuals, such as top management, IT statt, end users,
and vendor representatives, use the description as the basis
for communication. Especially the importance of topmanagement commitment and involvement were made
explicit during the case studies carried out
4.

THE

CONCEPT

OF SOFTW

Views. Important aspects of ESSI architecture can be
digested by making explicit a subset of the architecture in
an architectural view [ 11].Architectural views of interest
for ESSIs are forther elucidated in Section 6.

ARE

ARCHITECTURE

Present and target ESSI architecture. To forther discuss
software architecture in an ESSI context, there is a need to
establish some concepts [1]. Firstly, not only is there a need
for a "blueprint" of the present ESS! architecture, but also
for a description of the target ESS! architecture. The target
infrastructure architecture is intended to describe the
desired infrastructure, to establish a goal for the
infrastructure management process. As the target
infrastructure architecture is a long-term goal for the ESSI,
the coupling to the enterprise IT strategy is evident.
Secondly, for the architectural description to be useful, it
should preferably be utilized when the infrastructure is
modified. The target infrastructure architecture description
should ideally indicate the architectural delimitation and
direction, while the present infrastructure architecture
should highlight funda~ntal architectural predicaments.

Software architecture involves the conceptual description
of elements from which systerns ,such an ESSIs, are built,
interactions among those elements, patteros that guide their
conIposition, and constraints on these patteros [16].
Architectural conceptions of interest for ESSI architecture
are components,connectors, slyles, and views.
Components. An architectural component has an interface
specification that defines its properties. Since each
conlponent is unique, it is an instantiation of some kind of
type or subtype. [16]. In an ESSI, the size of the software
component is a strategic decision, based on the desired
level of future freedom of action. For instance, not only the
external but also the intemal interfaces of a system must be
known, if a part of the system later on is to be substituted,
without replacing the entire system, or inlplementing
conlplex gateways [5] to bypass functionality in nondeconlposable systerns or to ensure consistency and
integrity in databases that contain redundant information.
Therefore, depending on the purpose of the architectural
description, an ESSI component can be anything from a
shared library conlponent to several bundled conlplex

Critical function and data objects. A vital part of an ESSI
architecture is its strategic, or critical, ESSI architecture
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components. Identified components do not necessarily have
to correspond with components in the enterprise's present
ESSI, but rather reflect the organization ' s desired long term
target architecture. Therefore, this paper employs the
concept of critica/ data objects and critica/ function
objects. Critical data and function objects denote the data
objects that are relevant both from a long-term architectural
and from a business analysis perspective, such as customer,
e/ecuicity circuit breaker, or conuact. The critical data
object customer would for instance include attributes such
as customer ID, name, address, etc. Critical function
objects are the functional analog to critical data objects,
and can be likewise be elicited in a business analysis
process. Examples of critical function objects are add
customer and read remote meter. The purpose of the
concept of critical data and function objects is to raise the
level of abstraction when considering the ESSI target
architecture.
5.

BRINGING

ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN

TO UTILITlES
Architectural design has rnainly been a concern for
software developing organizations. However, it is here
stressed,however, that as the process of managing utilities'
ESSIs becomesincreasingly complex, the structure that the
concept of architectural design may provide grows relevant
also for enterprises. Utilities' present methodology for
acquiring new software systernsis mostly found in the field
of requirements engineering. Common actions taken
include the forrnulation of require~nts, the acquisition of
systerns based on the requirements and thereafter the
validation of the new systerns against the requirements. In
order to give the software system vendor as much freedom
as possible and thereby facilitate the use of its standard
components, the requirements are normally formulated as
technology independently as possible.

to describe an overall vision of a design withoot
onnecessarily deliIniting the freedom of action for the
design of its components.
Notable differences inclode that components in ESSI
architectures tend to be larger and that components,
interfaces, and connectors tend to be more heterogeneoos.
One explanation for this is that ESSIs generallyare the
prodoct of a large nomber of system acqoisitions,
replacements, opdates, configurations and development
projects. Each modification to the infrastructure may
therefore also entails a modification to the architecture.
Moreover, as in all designs, the possible design choices are
partially locked up at the outset of each change of the ESSI.
Some parameters are locked up by the state of the art
regarding software technology and the availability of
software products, and other parameters depend on the
utility's previous strategic design choices. The latter have
been a special area of interest during the case studies since
these have been found to constitute an underestimated
source of ESSI related probleros. Hence, seeIningly
insignificant technical decisions can later prove to be of
significant importance for the overall ESSI.
Forther, software architecture can provide a rationale for
ESSI related decisions by helping the utiIity to construct
design spaces [7] for vital software related probleros.
Within a design space, design rules that indicate good and
bad combinations of design choices can be made. The rules
can thereafter be used to select an appropriate system
design based on functional requirements. The design space
is useful in its own right as a shared vocabulary for
describing and understanding systeros. The central concept
is that of a multidimensional design space that classifies
systeros architectures, in which each dimension describes
variation in one system characteristic or design choice.
Dimensions are not necessarily independent. In fact, it is
important to discover appropriate and inappropriate
combinations of choices. A key part is to choose some
dimensions that reflect requirements, while other
dimensions reflect architectural structure. Correlation
found among such dimensions can provide direct guidance
for ESSI related decisions. Examples of such decisions are
the establishment of boundaries between ESSI components
and the identification of possible simplifications in the
structure of the ESSI.

But, when dealing with the external perspective of the
components in an ESSI, the enterprise seeks to organize its
systerns, i.e. ESSI components, to enhance the overall
interaction, usability, and rnaintainability of its ESSI. It
must therefore be asserted that dealing with the external
perspective of an ESSI involves a large part of architectural
design in order to transform business goals as weIl as
technical and other constraints into an architectural
description from which require~nts for separate ESSI
related projects may be elicited.

6.

A comparison between the architectural design of software
products and the design of ESSI architectures indicates a
number of sirnilarities and differences Since no code
norrnally is written, enterprises do not have the, in
traditional product oriented software architecture often
emphasized, problem of separating detailed design from
architectural design [3]. Instead, enterprises must carefuIly
avoid specifying an architecture that implicitly or explicitly
generates too detailed technical requirements, that
negatively could affect the freedom of action in software
systerns/ESSI component procurements. Hence, both
software product architectures and ESSI architectures aim

Formal, or at least structured, architectural descriptions are
important from an ESSI perspective in the sense that they
may provide a common language for visualizing complex
ESSI related issues. Architectural descriptions can be used
to visualize technical risks and opportunities in a utility's
present and future ESSI, as weil as to improve
communication between different groups within the utiiity,
e.g. management and technical staff, and between the
utilityand its vendors of software systerns. For enterprises
such as electric utilities, the state-of-the-practice of
architectural descriptions is the use of informal diagrams
and textual specifications. Unfortunately, these diagrams
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and descriptions generally provide an incomplete as weIl as
highly ambiguous representationof the ESSI.

chosen as the representative notation to exemplify how a
utiIity ESSI architecture can be modeled using a common
OOD language. Furthermore, IEC TC57'stO Working
Group 14's coming standard series IEC 61968, regarding
standard interfaces
for
(Electricity)
Distribution
Management Systerns (DMSs), recommends systerns
interfaces to be described using the UML [ 12]. Another
benefit of using the UML, is its ability to express and
connect views of the modeled system To outline how
UML may be used, five views on an ESSI that are related
to the identified problerns are briefly described below. The
views are partly analogous with [10] and have previously
been used to evaluate common design notations' suitability
as architectural description of electric utilities' ESSIs [l].

From the following drawbacks of informal notations, a
number of requirements of an architecturallanguage can be
established [16]. Ad-hoc diagram types tend to focus on the
components and not on the interfaces and connectors,
which are important from an architectural perspective.
Drawbacks also include: linguistical ambiguity, lack of
structure in interface definitions, poor support for
components with incompatible packaging, poor support for
heterogeneous systerns, and poor support for legacy
systerns. Consequently, there is a distinct need for
architectural notations that are able to express the elements
of a software architecture in terrns of system configuration,
independence of entities (hence reusability), abstraction,
and analysis of different properties ranging from
functionality to security and reliability. Another important
aspect of an architectural language is its ability to support
architecture evolution by allowing subtyping and
refinement of components and connectors in order to
distinguish the architectural element types from instances
of them [17]. From an ESSI perspective, all presented
languageproperties are of great interest.

The Data view describes the structure and the format of the
data in the ESSI. The fundamental concern is to identify
the data elernents that exist in more than olle database,
what database updates another, and where the points of
entry are located. UML language constructs can be used to
ffiodel critical data objects and map theffi onto databases
that can be represented with relevant tables and fields.
Also, the synchronization ~chanisffi between physicaIly
redundant critical data objects may be depicted, e.g. critical
data objects that are entirely or partly located in related
databases.Dependencies between critical data objects can
be linked to the interfaces presented in the Interface view,
to specity through which interface the update procedure is
realired.

A common approach to meet these needs is the
construction of formal Architecture Definition Languages
(ADLs). Such description languages tend to overcome
several of the line-and-box notation drawbacks, especially
their arnbiguousness.Hut, since ADLs primarily provide
formalism to substantiateanalysis and to ensure linguistical
ambiguity, their simplicityand
comprehensiveness are
often poor [17]. Moreover, ADLs tend to be domain or
problem specific. Thus, a complete description of a
heterogeneousESSI would requires descriptions written in
several ADLs, which in tum would requires utiIity
personnel trained in more than one ADL, and in addition
counteract the total description' s ability to provide
communication between people that participate in the
enterprise's architectural process.

The Functiona/ view describes the functionality of the
different systerns in the infrastructure. Overlapping and
sharedfunctionality may present a problem much similar to
the problem of overlapping and shared data. When similar
functions are offered by different systerns, it may be
desirable to specity the function that is to be used, or to
ensure the equivalence of all similar functions.
Furthermore, for the configuration managementof software
releases, shared functionality , i.e. when for instance t wo
systerns use a common software component, may be
desirable to visualize. The main ESSI management issue is
thus to identity overlapping and shared functionality when
present. The UML language constructs can be used to
connect similar functionality present in different functional
subsysterns,as weIl as to denote shared functionality.

More proffiising attempts from an ESSI perspective to
overcome the shortcomings of present ADLs is the use of
less formal, but yet structured, established notations from
the domain of object-oriented (OOD) and structured
design (SD), or by combining such notations with ADLs
[14]. According to [41[91[11], heterogeneous ESSI
architectures may be modeled using standard objectoriented design notations. The general idea is that even if
the use of software design languages for architectural
modeling lacks the formalism of ADLs, they may still
prove useful in bringing structure to current ad-hoc ESSI
architectural descriptions.

The Interface view describes the relations between systerns
and interfaces. Interfaces are relevant for the ESSI
architecture for three reasons. First, the possibilities of
smooth integration of new systerns depend on existing
interfaces in both the present infrastructure and the
prospective system Second, opportunities of integration
between already existing systerns are made explicit. Third,
external system integrators, suppliers and developers need
this information in order to integrate new systerns into the
existing infrastructure.

Since the ESSI related problerns addressedin this paper are
more structural prone than behavioral to their nature, OOD
notations have been found more applicable for the purpose
of modeling ESSIs than SD notations because of their
strength to model structural relationships. OOD notation's
somewhat weaker ability to model behavioral aspects[9] is
therefore considered of less importance. On account of its
widespread use, its recent standardization, and its broad
scope, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been

The Dep/oyment view describes the hardware topology of
the infrastructure, and visualizes the distribution of
10International Electrotechnical Conunission Technical Conunitlee on
Power Systerns Control and Associated Conununications.
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software cornponents on hardware nodes. Ad-hoc line-andbox variants of this diagram type have been found in use at
several of the investigated utilities. This is therefore
stressedas the arguably most intuitive view, presenting the
software distribution in its physical environment.
Furthermore, it serYes as the overall description of the
ESSI, introducing links to the remaining views.
The Synchronization view describes the behavioral aspects
of the interfaces. Sequence diagrams and State charts [4]
can be useful for modeling behavioral aspects of the
interface and connector mechanisms. Specifications with
formal or semi-formal notations, for instance describing
pre- and post-conditions, may also be used to specity the
dynamics of the interfaces. However, this information
easily beCOIreSfairly delailed, and is therefore argued to be
of less irnportance for an overall understanding of ESSI
architecture.

methods discussed in the paper. Since an architectural
description language for ESSI architectures must be easyto-use, only a relatively sirnplistic subset of the great
variety of altematives to express the structure and behavior
of a system have been considered for the modeting of ESSI
architectures. For instance, behavioral modeling has been
considered to be of limited relevance in the context of the
deregulated utility's main problem areas. From an ESSI
architectural perspective, much of behavioral modeli ng on
this level of abstraction is the domain of business analysis
or requirements engineering rather than infrastructure
architecture. However. even though the UML has decided
benefits in this context, the application of object-oriented
notations encounters problems when the differences
between the ESSI and a single system become too
prominent, e.g. in the case of connectors.
7.
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Figure 2. An example on how UML Packages and Interface
constructs may be used to visualize the Interface View of an
ESSI architecture.

Both the Data and the Functional views ernploys UML
Class diagrams to present critical data and function objects
and their location in functional subsysterns or databases.
Further, the UML language construct Actor may be
introduced to indicate the points of data entry, or to
indicate which functions that are used, and by whom. To
link the Functional view to the Data view, functions may
be linked to the data objects that they operate on. Using
class diagrams, the Functional and the Data views may
actually be presented in one single diagram, but to enhance
readability and focus, the t wo views are separated. A
drawback of the UML notation is the implicit assumption
of a common architectural connector. In the heterogeneous
ESSI, connectors are normally unique, which preferably
should be made explicit in the notation. Time dependencies
and messagepassing through interfaces can, if necessary,
be visualized in the Synchronization view.
To conclude, object-oriented description languages such as
UML have some marked advantages over the structured

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

Emerging
software
technologies combined
with
dramatically increased integration between electric
utilities' software systerns and a generally increased pace
of business change in the power industry have raised the
need for utilities to take a total grip on their portfolio of
software system -their
Enterprise Software System
Infrastructure (ESSI). To deal with the architectural
problerns addressed in this paper, such as overlapping or
shared data, overlapping or shared functionality,
heterogeneoussoftware interfaces and connectors, and the
lack of adequate ESSI processes,the authors advocate the
use of established methods and description techniques for
architectural design as a first step towards a feasible
toolbox of techniques. But, for an efficient and intuitive
ESSI management support, the development of specialized
ESSI architecture notations constitutes further work. For
example, none of the evaluated notations fully support the
architectural concept of component connectors, which
proyes vital for modeling the heterogeneousnature of the
electric utility's ESSI. Aspects of overlapping and shared
data and functionality may however be visualized
successfully using object-oriented notations, such as the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagraffiS.
However, a prerequisite for applying the addressed
techniques is the establishment of a ESSI management
process to support the construction and maintenance of the
architectural description. The process is argued involves all
parties affected by the ESSI, and to support the iterative
improvement of both the ESSI management process and
the ESSI itself. Finally, the content of this paper sum up a
on-going research projects carried out at the dep~nt
of
Industrial Control Systerns at the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH). Therefore, a more exhaustive
discussion on ESSI management processes as weIl as the
full-scale implementation of the methodology outlined in
the paper to gain more in depth insight in how techniques
for ESSI management should be constructed, remains as
further work.
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